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NJEA LEADERSHIP'S SCHEME TO HIDE THE FACTS FROM 
TEACHERS 

 
Because When Teachers Learn the Facts About Excessive Compensation 

and Political Spending, Many Choose to Leave the NJEA 

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
"[The Wayne Education Association president] certifies that since the Sunlight 
Policy Center email campaign began ... far fewer members have 
chosen to enroll in the Association, and the net result has been a 
decline in membership." 

 
-- New Jersey Public Employment Relations Commission, September 28, 2023 

 
The Wayne Education Association (WEA) president stated unequivocally that the NJEA 
is losing members because the Sunlight Policy Center of New Jersey's digital ad and 
email campaign is informing teachers of the facts about how their dues are being spent.  
Of course, Wayne is NJEA President Sean Spiller's home district, so NJEA leadership is 
paying very close attention.  
 
Fewer members means less dues revenues -- and less money for NJEA leadership's 
compensation and political spending.  That's why NJEA leadership desperately wants to 
keep teachers in the dark about leadership's excessive and wasteful political spending 
and their one-percenter compensation.  All of this is paid for by New Jersey teachers' 
highest-in-the-nation regular dues, which were increased yet again this September.  So 
NJEA leadership has a scheme to hide these facts from teachers.  
 
That's why the NJEA just unveiled its new "Member Protection Center" on the NJEA 
website, which is aimed squarely at Sunlight's campaign.  The Member Protection 
Center is an attempt to discredit Sunlight in the hope that teachers will ignore the 
indisputable facts we present.  
 
That's why the NJEA is asking the state Public Employment Relations Commission 
(PERC) to force the Wayne School District to block Sunlight's campaign from reaching 
teachers in Wayne.  If PERC orders the censoring of teachers' emails in Wayne, the 
NJEA will no doubt pursue its own statewide campaign to have other school districts 
censor teachers' emails.  
 
That's why NJEA has hidden the highest-in-the-nation compensation for NJEA 
leadership, including Ed Richardson's astounding $9.3 million as a NJEA exec. 
 
And that's why NJEA leadership has hidden the existence of the NJEA's main vehicle for 
political spending: its Super PAC, Garden State Forward.  Garden State Forward has 
spent over $68 million of teachers' regular dues since its founding in 2013, yet there is 
no mention of Garden State Forward in the NJEA’s main interfaces with teachers.  Not 
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on the NJEA website; not in the NJEA’s monthly magazine, NJEA Review; not in the 
Delegate Assembly minutes; not in the annual budget summaries.  Nowhere.   
This has allowed NJEA leadership to hide a great deal of questionable political spending 
from the very teachers who pay for it.  Very few, if any, teachers know about the NJEA 
wasting $5.4 million on Trump-supporting Fran Grenier in his futile bid to unseat 
Senate President Steve Sweeney.  Very few, if any, know about the millions of funding 
for NJEA President Spiller’s personal political career.  This is exactly as intended. 
 
When teachers learn the facts about how NJEA leadership spends their dues, many are 
choosing to stop paying dues.  That's why NJEA leadership is desperate to block 
Sunlight's emails.  But these self-serving actions don't benefit teachers, who deserve to 
know the facts, they benefit NJEA leadership. 
 

NJEA LEADERSHIP'S SCHEME TO HIDE THE FACTS FROM 
TEACHERS 
 
1. PERC: Petitioning a State Agency to Censor Teachers' Emails 
 
Earlier this year, the New Jersey Monitor reported that the Wayne Education 
Association (WEA) petitioned the state Public Employment Relations Commission 
(PERC) to force the Wayne School District to block Sunlight’s digital ad and email 
campaign.  Wayne is NJEA President Sean Spiller's home school district, so NJEA 
leadership is paying very close attention and supporting the WEA with NJEA lawyers.  
 
WEA is asking PERC to order the Wayne School District to stop Sunlight's emails from 
reaching teachers because teachers were learning facts they didn't know and asking if 
they were true.  More importantly, as PERC's Summary Judgment ruling in the case 
states: 
 

"[The WEA president] certifies that since the SPC email campaign began ... far 
fewer members have chosen to enroll in the Association, and the net result has 
been a decline in membership." 

 
In other words, having learned the facts from Sunlight, teachers were choosing to stop 
paying dues and leave the WEA and NJEA.  So the NJEA wants PERC to help "protect" 
teachers from these facts because it fears losing members and the dues revenues that 
paid for their excessive compensation and political spending.  
 
The PERC action makes clear that the NJEA is working hard to keep teachers in the 
dark about how their dues are spent.  The NJEA is afraid that if teachers learn the facts, 
they will decide they have better things to do with the $1,500 they pay to the NJEA every 
year.  If PERC accedes to the NJEA's wishes, NJEA leadership will no doubt engage in 
their own campaign to force other school districts to censor teachers' emails.   
 
 
 
 

https://newjerseymonitor.com/2023/10/04/n-j-panel-to-hear-dispute-over-anti-teachers-union-emails-sent-to-educators/
https://www.perc.state.nj.us/percdecisions.nsf/IssuedDecisions/85257575007C210485258A2F0045C608/$File/PERC%202024%2011.pdf?OpenElement
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2. Member Protection Center: "Protects" Teachers from Learning the Facts 
 
The same is true for the NJEA's recently unveiled “Member Protection Center." on its 
website. As shown in Appendix A, the Member Protection Center is squarely aimed at 
Sunlight's digital ad and email campaign.  Note, however, that the NJEA never 
addresses any of the facts we present.  They cannot refute any of our facts because they 
are facts.  Instead, the NJEA attacks the messenger, Sunlight, in the hope that teachers 
will ignore the facts we present. 
 
The Member Protection Center seeks to protect NJEA leadership, not teachers.  
 
3. NJEA Hides $68 Million of Political Spending by Garden State Forward 
 
Founded in 2013 by the NJEA, Garden State Forward is a Super PAC that can spend 
unlimited amounts of money in support of political candidates. The expenditures must 
be independent of the candidates and their political parties. Because there are no 
spending limits, Garden State Forward has become the NJEA's primary vehicle for 
political spending, eclipsing the NJEA's traditional PAC, NJEA PAC.  
 
Importantly, unlike NJEA PAC, Garden State Forward is funded by teachers' regular 
dues, which are withheld from every paycheck. This means that NJEA leadership can 
draw from a $135 million pool to spend unlimited amounts in support the NJEA's 
favored candidates.  
 
And spend they have.  As shown in Figure 1, for the decade 2012-2021, the NJEA 
allocated $64.6 million to Garden State Forward compared to $10 million in funding for 
NJEA PAC.  The numbers speak for themselves.  Garden State Forward is by far the 
main vehicle for NJEA political spending.   
 

 
*  Tax years; tax year 2012 corresponds to NJEA FY2013.  Source: NJEA IRS Forms 990, 2012-21. 
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Figure 1. 2012-2021 Political Funding: Garden State Forward 
$64.6 Million, NJEA PAC $10 Million

Garden State Forward NJEA PAC

https://www.njea.org/?s=%22member+protection+center%22
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In addition, from Election Law Enforcement Commission (ELEC) filings we know that 
Garden State Forward spent $653,380 in 2022 and $3,098,083 in 2023.  While this 
does not account for the total amount allocated by the NJEA to Garden State Forward, it 
does provide a measure of Garden State Forward’s more recent spending.  Adding these 
amounts to the $64.6  million allocated from 2012-2021, we estimate that Garden State 
Forward has spent a total of at least $68.4 million – all funded by teachers’ regular dues.  
 
That's $68.4 million reasons why NJEA leadership does not want teachers to know 
about Garden State Forward. 
 
Search of NJEA Website: No Results for “Garden State Forward."  Searching 
the NJEA’s website for the words “Garden State Forward” results in this response: 
 

Sorry, but nothing matched your search terms.  Please try again with different 
keywords. 

 
Either the search function is flawed or the term “Garden State Forward” does not exist 
on the NJEA website.  The search function appears to work perfectly well for the term 
“NJEA PAC” (see below).  We will infer that Garden State Forward is not mentioned 
anywhere on the website. 
 
Budgets and Delegate Assembly Minutes in NJEA Review: No Mention of 
Garden State Forward.  Sunlight has studied both the NJEA's monthly magazines for 
teachers, NJEA Review and the now-defunct NJEA Reporter, going back decades. We 
have read every edition of NJEA Review since 2013, including all the Delegate Assembly 
minutes and annual budget summaries.  There is no mention of Garden State Forward 
in either the budgets or the minutes.   
 
The budget summaries allow teachers to see what the NJEA is spending their dues on 
but there has never been an expenditure line-item for Garden State Forward. Rather, 
the NJEA’s spending on Garden State Forward is listed as “Organizational Projects,” as 
seen in the most recent budget summary in Appendix B.  A teacher would never know 
that this represents Garden State Forward spending.  The only reason Sunlight knows is 
that the numbers for Organizational Projects matches exactly the numbers for Garden 
State Forward in the NJEA IRS Form 990s.  The vast majority of teachers will never see 
a NJEA IRS Form 990. 
 
Likewise, Sunlight examined Delegate Assembly (DA) minutes in NJEA Review for 
every year since 2013 and found no mention of Garden State Forward by name. For 
example, the DA minutes for January 4, 2020, published online and in NJEA Review, a 
$25 million budget transfer to Garden State Forward is described as to “strategic 
organizing and organizational projects accounts.”  The same misleading language as in 
the summary budgets mentioned above.   
 
Similarly, in the DA minutes of January 20. 2018, the ultimately explosive revelation 
that the NJEA was secretly funding the pro-Murphy, dark-money Super PAC New 

https://actioncenter.njea.org/?s=%22Garden+State+Forward%22
https://www.nj.com/opinion/2019/05/the-njea-a-politically-connected-special-interest-group-paid-for-murphys-new-tv-ad-policy-group-says.html
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Direction New Jersey was described as an “independent expenditure issue advocacy 
effort to support the governor’s policy agenda.”  That money was transferred to Garden 
State Forward.  
 
Garden State Forward Social Media: No Posts Since 2017.  There is a Garden 
State Forward Facebook page, but a teacher would have to know of Garden State 
Forward and its link to the NJEA to look for it.  As we have seen, she won’t get that from 
the NJEA.  But even if she did know to look for it, she would find that nothing has been 
posted to the Facebook page in over six years.  Clearly, it is not an active Facebook page 
and is not used by the NJEA to publicize Garden State Forward or any of its activities.   
 
The same is true for the Garden State Forward X (Twitter) page: nothing has been 
posted in over six years. This account is clearly not being used to publicize Garden State 
Forward or its activities either.   
 
These are effectively dead social media sites that provide no information to teachers.  
 
Garden State Forward Helps Hide Controversial Political Spending.  The 
NJEA frequently uses Garden State Forward to fund “dark-money” Super PACs that do 
not have to disclose their donors.  This makes it difficult to trace the NJEA’s political 
spending, no doubt as intended.   
 
This also makes Garden State Forward the ideal vehicle for pursuing more controversial 
political spending that the NJEA would prefer to hide from teachers.  
 
Case #1: Garden State Forward Wastes $5.4 Million Against Steve Sweeney.  
The perfect case-in-point is Garden State Forward’s support for Trump-supporting 
Republican Fran Grenier in Legislative District 3 (LD3) in 2017.  Grenier’s opponent 
was then-Senate President, Democrat Sen. Steve Sweeney.  The NJEA was out for 
revenge against Sweeney because he blocked a NJEA-backed constitutional amendment.  
NJEA PAC endorsed Grenier, which was reported to teachers in NJEA Review, but there 
was no mention of Garden State Forward or the amount spent.  No teacher could have 
known that regular dues were being used to support him.   
 
In the end, ELEC estimated that Garden State Forward spent $5.4 million on Grenier, 
who proceeded to lose by 18% -- Sweeney’s largest margin of victory ever.  The NJEA’s 
massive spending helped make the LD3 contest the most expensive state legislative race 
in US history.   That was a colossal waste of teachers’ dues -- unknown to the vast 
majority of teachers who paid for it.   
 
Case #2: Millions of Regular Dues for Sean Spiller’s Personal Political 
Career.  Another controversial use of teachers’ dues is Garden State Forward’s funding 
dark-money Super PAC, Protecting Our Democracy, of which NJEA President Spiller is 
chairman. Protecting Our Democracy is widely seen as a platform for Spiller’s post-
NJEA political career.  As has so often been the case in Spiller’s personal political career, 
the conflict of interest is blatant and manifest.    
 

https://www.facebook.com/GardenStateForward
https://twitter.com/GardenStateFwd
https://www.elec.nj.gov/pdffiles/whitepapers/white28.pdf
https://www.elec.nj.gov/pdffiles/press_releases/pr_2020/pr_05072020.pdf
https://www.elec.nj.gov/pdffiles/press_releases/pr_2020/pr_05072020.pdf
https://newjerseyglobe.com/fr/spiller-forms-new-protecting-our-democracy-organization/
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The New Jersey Globe reported that Protecting Our Democracy launched a “substantial 
seven-figure” — that is, millions of dollars — ad campaign in support of Spiller, “a 
possible candidate for governor.”  The NJEA is Protecting Our Democracy’s “founding 
donor.”  Given the million-dollar scale of the effort, the NJEA is almost certainly using 
Garden State Forward as the funding vehicle.  
 
Once again, we used the search function on the NJEA website for “Protecting Our 
Democracy.”  There were no results.  Nothing.  
 
In Contrast to Garden State Forward, NJEA PAC Is a Model of 
Transparency. On the other hand, the NJEA’s traditional political action committee, 
NJEA PAC, is a model of transparency.  So we know that NJEA leadership knows what 
transparency looks like.   
 
As a traditional PAC, NJEA PAC can contribute directly to candidates’ campaigns and to 
political parties, but these contributions are limited in amount, highly regulated, and 
disclosed in detail to the public.  Importantly, NJEA PAC is funded by a separate dues 
stream that teachers must opt into, which has resulted in far less funding for NJEA PAC.   
 
The NJEA has been highly transparent about NJEA PAC.  Appendix C provides a recent 
article in the October, 2023 edition of NJEA Review, which describes exactly how the 
endorsement process works.  Screening committees for each legislative district review 
completed candidate questionnaires, examine candidates’ voting records, evaluate 
presentations by the candidates, and then make recommendations to the NJEA PAC 
Operating Committee.  The 125-person Operating Committee includes officers, staff and 
members from every membership category and determines which candidates will be 
endorsed.  As such, it can validly be said to represent the “judgment of your fellow NJEA 
members.”  The NJEA then provides teachers with a full list of endorsed candidates on 
the website and in NJEA Review.   
 
The transparency about NJEA PAC is underscored by using the search function on the 
NJEA website.  A search for “NJEA PAC” generates seven pages of results.   
 
NJEA Misleads Members into Thinking Political Spending is Limited to 
NJEA PAC.  Importantly, the explanation makes clear that “NJEA PAC depends on 
your voluntary contribution.”  In other words, members must opt into NJEA PAC 
contributions.  So when a teacher sees on the NJEA website a list of the “Top Ten 
Excuses for not Giving to NJEA PAC,” one of them is “I already pay dues” – that is, 
regular, annual dues.  In response, the NJEA states unequivocally: 
 

By law, dues money cannot be used for partisan political campaigns. 
 

So a teacher will come away from this education in NJEA political spending thinking 
that NJEA PAC represents the sum total of the NJEA political spending.  If that teacher 
wants to support the NJEA’s political efforts, she can voluntarily opt into paying NJEA 
PAC dues.  That’s it.   
 

https://newjerseyglobe.com/governor/spiller-non-profit-talks-gun-violence-in-new-ad/
https://www.njea.org/?s=%22Protecting+Our+Democracy%22
https://www.njea.org/?s=%22NJEA+PAC%22
https://actioncenter.njea.org/contribution/
https://actioncenter.njea.org/contribution/
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But this response is misleading in the extreme.  A teacher would naturally assume that 
“partisan political campaigns” would encompass all election campaign spending, but it 
doesn’t.  It does not include independent expenditures, which must be made 
independently of candidate campaigns and political parties, so they are not technically 
"partisan."  As such, it does not include the $68 million of their regular dues spent by 
Garden State Forward.   The aim here is to obscure not clarify.  
 
And it has worked: one of the most common comments by teachers on Sunlight’s 
Facebook page is the erroneous claim that teachers’ regular dues do not fund political 
activities – because they have been led to believe that NJEA PAC is the NJEA’s sole 
vehicle for political spending.  They have no idea that Garden State Forward exists, let 
alone that they are paying for it. 
 
4.  Non-disclosure about NJEA Leadership's One-Percenter Compensation 
 
As acknowledged in the PERC pleading (mentioned above), teachers have been kept in 
the dark about the one-percenter pay for NJEA leadership.  Sunlight has documented 
how NJEA leadership pays themselves more than any other teachers union by far, and 
how, for example, former- executive director Ed Richardson amassed an astounding 
$9.3 million over his career.  All of this was paid for by teachers, who average $70,000 a 
year in salary.  No wonder NJEA leadership wants to keep this quiet. 
 
And keep it quiet, they do.  Sunlight has found no disclosure whatsoever of executive 
compensation in any of the NJEA's main interfaces with teachers: the monthly 
magazines, the summary budgets, and the Delegate Assembly minutes.  We searched the 
NJEA's website for stories on "compensation" and "executive compensation" and found 
nothing.  Information about executive compensation can only be found in the NJEA's 
IRS Forms 990, which the vast majority of teachers will never see. 
 
If not for Sunlight's campaign, teachers would not know the facts about NJEA 
leadership's one-percenter compensation, which is precisely why NJEA leadership 
wants to censor our efforts.   
 

CONCLUSION 
 
As evidenced by the rather modest flow of NJEA PAC dues depicted in Figure 1, when 
given the choice, teachers prefer not to fund political spending.  So the hyper-political 
NJEA leadership has found it highly expedient to tap into the $135 million of regular, 
annual dues at their disposal, especially when the resulting political spending can be 
hidden from teachers.  That's why Garden State Forward has become the NJEA's 
primary vehicle for political spending.  
 
And when NJEA leadership uses teachers' regular dues to make themselves multi-
millionaires, self-preservation dictates that it's wise to keep that hidden from teachers, 
too.   
 

https://sunlightpolicynj.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/NJEA-vs.-NEA-CEA-PSEA-Compensation.pdf
https://sunlightpolicynj.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/NJEA-vs.-NEA-CEA-PSEA-Compensation.pdf
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As we have seen, when teachers learn these facts, many choose to stop paying for this 
behavior and keep their $1,500 a year for themselves.  So NJEA leadership is working 
hard to keep teachers in the dark about these facts by trying to censor their emails and 
creating a Member "Protection" Center.  All for the benefit of NJEA leadership, not 
teachers.  
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APPENDIX A 
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APPENDIX B 
 

This budget summary was presented in the September, 2023 NJEA Review magazine: No line-
item for Garden State Forward, but see “ORGANIZATIONAL PROJ 0471” for GSF spending. 
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APPENDIX C 
 
This article was in the October, 2023 NJEA Review magazine.   
 
 

 
 
 
 


